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CHAPTER I

1'eaoMre .nd vorken in e"_tlow re..areh, IIOhool aDd coUe,e

adlI1aa1oDl work, deane and etudent cOUJla8lore, both on the eeconda'r:r and
college left1,

aN

fNquentq taoed with the problea ot reoOft01l1na mental

abUity rat1l1,1 of inte11ipllCe telte vi th 1C0na aohle'ftd on .tandardlled
apt1tude and .chi.......at teat••uoh •• the Sohool ad College AbU1V

Teet. (SCAT) and the Soholutlo Aptitude reat or tbe Colle.. EDtranoe
r..x.tlnatlon Board (SAT).

It 11 OOIUlODly l"8cognised that nault. 4er1ftd.

troll yuioUl . . .ve. of inteU1gence cannot lie d1reotl7 cOllJ)aNd to tho••
Nault.

attalned on \be SCAr

01'

SAT, and

th11

11

10

tar a DUllber ot

NMODI.

.. DUreNDt 1tandard.1lat1on populat1oDl.
b.

DUteNut taotor1al OOIlPOai.tloDl ot the t.at.

o. DUterent I18tbocle ot COllPUtiDa intelllpnce quot1ents am

Itandard. _ore••

Whatever the rC&80DI lI47 be, 1t i. p_raJ.q agreed that there

1. need tor data that will permit correlation of acon. fro. one teet.

to oQIPar.b1e

_.Iure.

deriYecl ho. other teata.

1

2

The purpoae of th18 nud;y i. to detum1Ae the oornlaUonal 8DCI

prediotl" validity or the Heraon-lfelaon Inte1lJ.genoe T••t, 1961 Rev1aec:l

Editlon, CoUe.. Level, with the School and CoU... AbU1t;r Teet, the
CoUe.. Board Scholaat1c Aptitude Teat, High Sohool Pel"CentUe Rank. and

the Fre ....n Y.ar Grade Point A....ra'. tor the 1962 Fre __n Cla•• 01
Loyola Univer.it,., Lak. ShoN C.pu.

Thi. atudy will consider the folloving qwtetlou.
1) What 1. tbe correlat1on bet.en the HeIllOn-NellOn Teat
and the School and CoUege AbU1t7 Teet and the

~bolutl0

Aptltude

Teet of the College Board1

2) What 18 the correlation bet....n each one ot the three teate
and

JI1Ih School Pel"C.ntUe
l)

Wb10h

Rank with Fnabmen Year Grade Point Aftr• .-1

ot the.. i. the lNrn pred10t01' ot aoadfmlio luoee_

tor • atudent appq1ng tor adlailDion to Loyola'I
4) Wllat 18 the predlctl..." lIalid1t;r of the HeDllOn-Nelaon InteU-

1pnce Test lnIotar .. ICorel 011 the School and Col.lege Ability Ten and
the Scholastio Aptitude T••t of tbe College Board

U'ft

oono9med1

Alao,

what 18 the predictl.,. val1d1t7 of the HeIllOll-Nelaon Intell.1pnoe Teat

1neo.tar a. FN"'n Year Grade Point Aftrap 11 concel'D8d'l

l
S) What. i . the te..lbU1t7

or

uaing the Hexaon-Nelaon Int.elllpnoe

Teet tor late NC1etrant..7

see ~ LiIlit! !! !h!! S!!Ar
This study, ot nece ••ity, wUl be l1Id.ted to the

1962 fre• •a

Clus at Lake Shore C.pua, Loyola University, beeauee the Her_,ul-NelllOD
..... not giV8D to the Fre"'n CWII at. Ltnds TOWN, Loyola tJniY8l"8iV.

P..oearoh Desie ~ Procedure!
The type or ezperbwtnt.&l dcsten ueod tor t.his studT vas that of

oo!'National design.
-

t.be oollHtlon ot

The basie de.ign ot correlational researcb 18 s1aple
tllO

or acre

lOONS

ooaputlng oorrelat.1on coerricionta.

on the _._ group or subJects aDl

Altbouch the desip 18 s1aple, \be

aaount ot labor put torth in oolleoting the data oan, at t1M., be W1oua.
Alt.boug)l all oorrelational. stud.1es are concerned vith the dlacoYeI7
and olarification

ot relatlonah1p., the7 can be broadl.\r cla.s1t1ecl u .ither

relatiolUlh1p studio. or prediotion studle. depending on thail" 811Phaal..
Thtt obJoctlTea ot this tbeai. 'MOUld encompaae both cla ••ilieat.iona.

A.s.

Nlationahip studT, the author directed hi. re ..arch to eatablilh1ng the
deg1"88

or relationship between the newq developed or reneed HeraoD-leleon

Intelllpnce Teat and concurrent criterion ...sures such as the 5ohool and.
College Ability T.at., the College Board Soholutlc Aptitude T.st ad Gnde
Point 4yerqe.

Thi. type ot studT. known as Caourrent Validity.18 onen

prelbt 'MI"1' to pred1ct1ft validity studie..

HaTing oorapleted the tOl'Mr,

the author thought it highly relevant to complete the work for which he
had laid the foundation -

relationship

st~

i. e., to use the information gained in his

&s a basis for a predictive validit7

st~.

Prediction studies, although a11lled at a basic correlational goal
of seeking relationships, are usually carried out in areas where a firmer
basis of previous knowledge is pre,ent than is the ca.. with explorato17
relationship studies.

Prediction through the use of correlational tech-

nique i, based on the usumption that at least some of the tactors that
will lead to tM bahavior we wish to predict are present and measurable
at the time we wish to make the prediction.
SiDee the nature of this particular predictive

st~

is aore

complex, the author used multiple correlation and multiple regression
equations.
The ideal approach to the deteraination of equivalent or comparable

scores on several dilferent tests is to adlI1n1ater the several tests to
the same group of students in such a fashion as to allow tor practice
effect and within a sutticientl1' abort span of tiM, so that no appreciable growth in the lunctions measured takes place bet. .n the teat1ngs.
The JIl&D7 difficulties of this method, particular17 in a group large enough

to 71eld dependable results, constitute one of the principle reasons that
so tew studies of this kind have been made.

However, because of the

position at Lo.yola University which the author held, the atorementioned
problems were tor all practical purposes eliminated.
Practicalq every college bas an Orientation Week for incOlling
Freshmen, during which time the new students become tu111arized and
acquainted with the various facUities which the school has to otter and
to learn the names

ot its various department heads and deans. Loyola also

otters this type of program, but it bas something aore (or !cadadc Orientation).

Education 001

This is a non-credit course which is unciatory

tor all Freshmen and runs for a period ot ten to twelve weeks. Dur1nc
one ot the .. weeks, the Henman-Nelson Test is adldniatered to the
Freshmen in the Orientation Claas.

In this way, the whole Freshmen

Cla.s takes the same test within a period ot one week.

Also, the s _

group took the College Board Soholaatic Aptitude Test and/or the School
and College AbUity Test within a year previous to the taking of the

Henmon-Nelson.

The Orientation Class itsell is rather a low pressure

and casual meeting between the Freshmen and a aember of the Dean r s Statt
and since the Henmon-Helson is not adJdnistered until the sixth week

class, the tone bas already bean set.

ot

Thus, the students enter the test

situation just as though it were another Orientation Clus.

In addition,

the students in the class are informed during the first week or class
when the test will be and that the results bave absoluteq no bearing
on their tenure at Loyola.

At this time, they are also told the results

o! the test will be made available to them on an individual basis

6

sometime in the second semester.

All ot these tactors would seelll to

reduce tension or anxiety to a minimum.
The College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test results and the

School and College Ability Test results were procured by the author
in the Ottice ot P..rchological Services, Loyola University.
of the Henmon-Nelson Intelligence Test were made acceaaible

The resulta
to

the author

through the Orientation Cla.s which was conducted under his auspices.
FinallT, the Quality Point Averages for the group used in this study
were obtained from the Ottice ot the Dean ot Arts and Sciences at Loyola
University.

The author held the position ot Assistant to the Dean.

The HeMon-Nelson Intelligence Teat vas administered to the
entire Freshmen Class ot 1962 at Lake Shore Capus, Loyola University,
in November

ot 1962. The st1.1dents were divided into groups ot tortJ'

to torty-tive, who met once a week tor the tirst ten weeka or the
semester.
The College Board Scholastic Aptitude and/or the School and
College A.bility Tests had been taken by this same group within a year
previous to the taking ot the Henmon-Nelson. The results ot the.. tests
were obtained from the various sources in the University, which haft
already' been oited.

7
Definition of Terms

-

The following is a list of abbreviations for the 8ubject matter

of this study'.
HNV -- Henmon-Nelson Verbal
HNQ -- Hennon-Nelson Quantitative
HNT - Henmon-Ne18on Total
SV

-

SQ

-

S'1'

-

School and College AbUity Te8t Verbal
School and College AbUity Test Quantitative
School and Colle~ AbUity Teat Total

CDV - College Board Verbal
CBM -- College Board Math
OAR - College AbUity Ratiq
GPA -

Grade Point Average

RIO -

High School PercentUe Rank

"The level of statistical significance ot the correlation is
determiDed to a great degree by the number of cases upon
which the correlation is based. For eXUlPle, with 22 cases,
a Pearson correlation ot .54 is needed to be significant at
the one per cent level. It we have 100 cases, howver, a
correlation of .25 is significant at the one per cent level,
and with 1000 case8 a correlation of oDl1' .08 is s1gn1.ficant
at the one per cent level."

lWalter R. Borg, Educational Researchl
McllO" 00., 1963, pp. 281-284.

An Introduction, David

8
When the author states that a correlation coeffioient is statistically significant, he means that, this coeffioient is sufficient17 high
that you

~

10

be reasonably confident that some relationship exilts between

the variables he has correlated.

If the correlation is significant at the

one per cent level, it may be interpreted as indicating that there is onlJ'
one chance in one hundred that the correlation is due to chance errors.
As the author has stated above, the correlation coefficient may be signifi-

cant even though it is quite low i f there are a large number of cases.
The size of the correlation coetticient is indicatiye

ot the degree ot

relationship between the variables, and a low correlation is significant
at the one per cent level.
"Prediction studies are concerned with the use of correlational
techniquss to predict certain kinds of future behavior and. require higher correlations than those usually found in explorator;y
relationship studies. In prediction studies, statistical s1gn1ticance is of little consequence because correlations must tar exceed
this point to be ot practical value in ]lOst prediction prob18lllJ. n2
The follOwing rules are provided by the author tor the reader, as

a basis for the interpretation of a correlation coefficient obtained in
his researchl
'" correlation of .20 to .35 indicates that only four per cent
of the variance in the two measures that have been correlated
is COlllftOD to both. Correlations in this range aq haTe limited.
meaning in explorator;y research where relationships are beine
sought out uling crude measures. Correlations at this 1eTel,
boweYer, are of no value in either individual or group prediction...3

2Ibid., pp. 281-284.
3Ibid., pp. 281-284.

9

"Correlations ranging from .35 to .65 are statistically signifioant
beyond the one per oent level. With oorrelations around .50 orude
group predictions may be aohieved. As a oorrelation of .50 betwen
a test and the performance predioted only indioates twenty five
per cent co_on variance , it is obvious that predictions based on 4
a correlation this low can be expeoted to be frequently in error.·
·Correlations ranging f'roJIl .65 to .85 make possible group predictions
that are accurate enough for IIlOst purposes. As we move toward the
top of the range, group predictions oan be made very accurateq.
Near the top of this correlation range individual predictions can
be made that are considerably JIlOre accurate than would occur if' no
such selection procedure vere used.uS
·Correlations at the over .85 level indicate a close relationship
between the two variables correlated. A correlation of .85
indicates that the measure used for prediction has about sevent.y
two per cent variance in co.aon with the performance being predicted. Prediotion studies in education very rarely yield correlationa this high. When correlations at this leTel are obtained,
however, they are very useful for either individual or group
predictions. ie6
The purpose of this chapter was not only to explain the author' s
aills, but also to familiarise the reader with the terms used in this studT.
In the next chapter, the reader can examine a nWlber ot studies which are

sbdlar to the author's, thus further acclimating hiaaelt to the schema

ot correlational and predictive studi.s.

4Ibid., pp. 281-284.
5Ibid., pp. 281-284.

6Ibid., pp. 281-284.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

As tar as the author has been able to determine, from his research
and also from the oorrespondenoe he has carried on over the last year, no
research has yet been done on the correlation of the Henmon-Nelson Intelligence Test, 1961, Revised Edition, College Level, and the School and College
Ability Test, and/or the College Board Scholastio Aptitude Test, although
numerous studies have been tound concerning the predictive validity and
correlation of the latter two tests.

In a letter recentl1 reoeived trom

Dr. Paul C. Kelso, who along with Ir. M. J. Nelson, is responsible tor the
1961 revision of the Renaon-Nelson, the following information was sentI
"The College Board and the Henmon-Nelson were administered to
the Freshmen Class ot 1958 in the faU of that year at the State
College of Iowa. A correlation studT was made with the Grade
Point Average achieved b7 their Freshmen students at the end ot
the tall semester, 1958-59. The correlations ot 864 Freshmen
students direotl1 trom High School were as tollows.
Henaon-Nelson versus Grade Index
CED Verbal versus Grade Index
CEm Math versus Grade Index
The studies which are cited in the follOwing pages of this chapter
have objectives, methods and/or prooedures s1ailar to the author's, but
none were found which correlated the same group of tests and achieved the

10

11

same results.

Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to give the reader

an understanding of the previous work that has been done in the area of
the thesis in order that he will have the insight needed to understand
the thesis and to fit its findings into the overall picture.

-

Correlational and Predictive Studies.
The study' carried on by' Anderson and Stegman at Fort Hqs Kansas

State College was to determine the validity of a battery of tests used
in the prediction of achievement of students completing the first year

of college work at Fort Hays State College.

One of the tests used was

the ACE Ps,ycho1ogica1 Examination for College Freshmen.

The

vas administered to all entering Freshmen in September, 1949.

test batter.y
The Grade

Point Average of the 227 participating students vas used as the criterion
for this study. The correlation between the ACE am GPA vas .499. 1
N

1st Semester, 1955-56

460

2nd Semester, 1955-56

429

lMary' R. Anderson and Ervin J. Stegman, "Predictions of
Freshmen Achievement at Fort Hays Kansas State College," Educational
and. P81cho1ogical Measurement, 14 (1954). pp. 722-723.

12

In 1958, Cannon correlated scores on the College Entrance
Examination Board Soholastic Aptitude (SAT) and SCAT for 291 Freshmen
and found the following correlations. 2

SAT Verbal • • • • • • • • • • • • • SCAT Verbal
SAT Math
• • • • • • • • • • • • • SOAT Quantitative

.79

.74

Norman S. Endler and Dann)" Steinberg administered standardized
SCAT aptitude and STEP achievement tests to sixty-nine oollege students,
forty-five males and twenty-four females, and these measures were intercorrelated with their grade twlve high school average and first year
college average for male and female samples.

Male-Female comparisons

were made for the level of performance and for the relationship between
predictors (BSA and standardised aptitude and achievement tests) and
criteria (FGA and individual oourse grades).

Endler and Steinberg18aohed

the following conclusions,
1) The best predictor of FGA and individual college grades was
HSA (0.84).
2) Females had a significantly higher Freshmen Year Grade Point
Average than males, although they did not differ appreciably on their
high school performance and college aptitude (SOAT) Tbtal.
3) Females were more predictable than males in that correlations
between predictors and FGA were higher for females than for males.

In. J. Cannon, "SCAT Validity,"
William and Mar.y, 1959.)

(Unpublished study, College of

1)

Endler and Steinberg

.t~ributed

the higher level of performance

and the greater predictability of females to the following factorel
a) Females may have been more intrinsical.ly' interested in the
academic aspects of their courses than males, who perceived their courses
as a means to an occupational end.
b) Hales may have spent more time on extra-curricular activities
and less time on their studies than females.)

In a gemeral article on equating scholastic aptitude tests and
group

intelligence soores, M. D. Engelhart describes the equating of the

SCAT Total (administered to first year entering students at a Chicago City
Junior College) to the Otis Quick-5eoring

~ental

AbUi ty- Test -

Gamma.

The

purpose of the equating vas to make it possible to use the otis Gamma in
situations where only limited testing time is avaUable.

Two groups of

entering students (N - 455 and 428) were tested with both tests and correlations of • 71 and .81 between the tests were obtained for the two groups. 4
The effeotiveness of the ACE &s a predictor of success is the
problem of this study.

Its authors, Norman B. Henderson and Evelyn

Malnag, found that while all studies show a positive correlation between
ACE and college success, in none is the correlation between ACE scores
and college success high enough to rule out the usefulness of other

)Norman S. Endler and DanDJ Steinberg, "Prediction of Academic
Achievement at the University- Level," Personnel and Guidance Journal,
41, No.8, pp. 694-100.

~. D. Engelhart, "Obtaining Comparable Scores on Two or More
Tests," F4ucatlonal and P!1chologlcal Measurement, 19, {19S90~ pp.SS-64.

predictors of success such as hish school rank.
ACE scores and Grade Point Average was

.,8.

The correlation between

On the basis of all criteria

of college success investigated in this study, the ACE Peychological
Examination for college Freshmen proved to
college success.

be

an effective predictor of

Students who received high scores on the ACE examination

averaged higher Grade Point Averages than those with low examination scores.'
In a stuQy made by the authors of the 1961 Revised Edition of the
Henmon-Nelson Intelligence Test, College level, the Henmon-Nelson was
correlated with the Freshmen first semester GPA at Iowa State Teachers
College (N - 9,) with 95 Freshmen.

The following correlations were tound
between the Henmon-Nelson and the GPA. 6
HNQ --

HNV HNT -

GP!
GPA
GPA

.461
.470

.,41

'Norman B. Henderson and Bvelyn Malnag, "The Predictive Value
of the ACE Psychological Examination for Freshmen." California Journal
ot F~ucational Research, 10, (19,9), pp. 1,7-166.
Edition.

6Henmon-Nelson J~iner's Yanual -- College Level.
p.1S.

1961 Revised
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Plo"llis E. Kennedy obtained SCAT scores, from May through
September in July ot 1960, trom entering Freshmen.

She correlated

these 8cores with first semester Grade Point Averages (N - 290).

The

correlations with first semester Grade Point Averagee were as tollows. 7
Verbal

.40

Quantitative

.17

Total

.37

Jacinta M. Mann reported and compared the results of two studies
of the validity of the CEEB - SAT and the CSAT - SCAT tests when they
are oombined with high school rank for predicting first year grades at

Seton Hill College, a liberal arts oollege for women.

A random sample

ot 200 girls were divided into two samples ot 100. First year averages
were used as the criterion variable.

A matter whioh was notewortqy was

the parity between the SAT and SCAT tor prediction.

Apparently both
tests say about the same thing for those who take it. 8
In a study by W. F. Miohaels in 1962, at the UniVersity ot Southern

California, an attempt was made to determine the predictive validity of
hi8h school Grade Point Average, verbal soores, math scores and total
scores of the SAT ot the CEEB relative to a oriterion of Grade Point
Average earned by 209 men and 233 women during their 1960-61 Freshmen year.

1pqy11i8 E. Kennedy, "The Predictive Value of SCAT tor a Group
ot College Freshmen," Testing Ottice Research Reports. San Fernando
Valley State College, July, 1960.
8Jacinta M. Mann, "The Prediction ot Aohievement in a Liberal Arts
College." Eduoational and P!ycbologioal Measurement, 21, (1921),
pp. 481-483.
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The findings may be summarized as follows.
1. Consistently, the record of academic achievement in high school
has been more predictiTe of success in college work for both men and women
students than haTe been either part or total scores on the SAT of the CEEB.
2. For both sexes, the verbal score of the SAT has been about
as predictive of college success of first year students in liberal arts
as has been the total score. 9
In a study published in the 1962 SCAT supplement, the SAT of the
CEEB and the SCAT were correlated.

All of the students were in the twelfth
grade J the:r took the SCAT in the fall ot 1955 and the SA.T in 1956.10 The
follOwing are the results.
N

560
N

513

Test
SCAT-V
SAT -v

Mean
302.73
516.79

Std. Dev.

Test
SCAT-Q
SAT -M

~fean

Std. Dev.
11.65
104.41

313.36
538.43

1).06

100.75

Correlation

.86

Correlation
.78

9W. B. Michaels, "High School Record and College Board Scores
as Predictors of Success in a Liberal Arts Program During the Freshmen
Year in College." Educational and P!lcholoiical Measurement, 22, (1962),
pp. 399-400.
10SCAT_STEP Supplement, 1962. Cooperative Test DiTision, Educational
Testing SerTice, Princeton, New Jersey. pp. 14-15.
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In an unpublished study by Sister Mar,y John Catherine in 1958
at Clarke College, the following relationships were found between the
SCAT and SAT.
SAT -v
SCAT-V

(N - 164 Freshmen).ll

• .84

Having examined

th~

SAT -M

SCAT-Q

•

.82

related literature, the reader vill next

examine in detail the methodology used by the author for purposes ot
this study.

SAT."

11Sister Mary John Catherine, "Relationships Between SCAT and
(Unpublished study. Clarke College, 1958.)

CHAPTER III

METHOD

Description of Subjects

The group used for this study was the 1962 Freshmen class ot
Loyola University, Lake Shore Campus, nUlllbering 675 students of whom ware used for this study.
incomplete te.t reco~s.)
107 were females.

612

(Sixty-three were lost because of

Of the 612 subject., 505 were males and

All 612 students had to take the Beamon-Nelson.

following is a breakdown of the nwnber ot males and temales who took
the SCAT, the SAT, or both'
Number ot males who took the SCAT • • • •

•• 410

Number ot temales who took the SCAT • • • • •
Number of males who took the SAT

81

• • • • • • 192
•••••

50

Number of males who took both • • • • • • ••

97

Number of temales mo took both • • • • •••

24

Number of temales who took the SAT

18

The
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Description ot Measures Emplo.red

Henmon-Nelson Tests ot Mental Ability:
These tests are designed to measure those aspects ot mental ability
which are important tor success in academic work and in similar
outside the classroom.

endea~rs

The tests are published as a continuous, integrated

series of ..asuring instruments in four le'Ve18 of dUficult;y.

The first

level is designed for grades three to sixJ the second, for grades six to
nineJ the third, for grades nine to tvel'Ve, and the fourth -

the college

level -

for grades thirteen to sixteen and the first ;year of graduate

school.

Two forms -

A. and B -

which are similar in construction and

d1tficult;y, are available for each level of the test.
Each form of the college level test contains 100 items arranged
in order ot increaling difficulty.

Quantitatift (Q) and Verbal (V)

scorel may be obtained as well as a Total (T) ICore.

The telts are 'Very

easUy administered, and instructions are given onq once -- at the
beginning of the testing period.

There is a single working time lbdt

ot tort;y minutes. The raw Icores for the Quantitative run from three
and below to thirt;y-seven and abo'Ve J the Verbal scores trom six and

below to fitty-two and abo'Ve J the Total Icores from fifteen and below
to eight;y-five and above.
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The population upon which the norms for the college level test

are based include all college Fresbmen in public and private coileges
and universities throughout the United States.

The norms reflect the

performance ot students attending college tor the tirst time, and tested
within two months ot their admission in the fall ot 1958.

The norms are

based on a random sample of 1002 papers for each torm of the test.

The

sample ot 1002 vas stratified b.r location, sise and type of institution,
so that it closely resembles the college population.

College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test:
This test is a three hour objective test designed to measure how
well the subjects have developed their verbal and mathematical skills.
The verbal sections of the SAT measure what they read.

The mathematical

sections measure their ability to understand and reason with mathematical
a,ymbols and to use them in solving problema.

The subjects receive one

score for the verbal sections ot the test and another for the mathematical
sections.
The SAT is divided into five or six separately timed sections ot
multiple choice questions.

Within each ot these sections there are groups

of questiona, each group representing a difterent kind of question.
Within each of these groups the questions are arranged in their approximate
order of difficulty, beginning with the easiest ones.
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The SAT assesses your verbal abilities through tour kinds ot
objective test questionsl

antonyms) sentence completions; analogies

and reading comprehension.

The mathematical sections ot the SAT are

designed to measure the abilities closely related to college level
work in the Liberal Arts and Engineering.

The Cooperative School and College Ability Testsl

These tests are intended primarily to aid in estimating the
capacity of students in grades four to fourteen to undertake additional
schooling.

Four operational skills are measured:

meaning of isolated sentences;
rapidly}

Part 3)

Part 2)

Part 1)

Performing numerical computations

Associating meaning of isolated words;

arithmetic problems.

Oetting the

Part 4)

Solving

Parts one and three are combined to obtain a verbal

score; parts two and four to obtain a quantitative score; and all four
parts to obtain a total aptitude score.

Collection ot Data

The procedure ot gathering and organising all the necessary data
was as follows,
1.

Each subject's name was placed on a

4x 6

index card.

2. The Henmon-Nelson scores (raw and peroentile rank) verbal,
quantitative and total were listed.

3. The College Board Scholastic Aptitude scores (standard and
percentile rank) verbal, mathematical and CAR were listed.
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4. The School and College Ability Test scores (standard and
percentile rank) verbal, quantitative and total were listed.
.
5. The Grade Point Average earned by each subject during his
freshman year was listed.
6. The High School Percentile Rank of each subject was listed.
(It was felt by the author and his advisor that this would be more
acc'Irate than attempting to list each subject's Orade Point Average,
since all high schools do not have the same grading system.)
The data for each subject were divided into two groups -- male

and temale.

The temales were numbered from one to one hundred and

seven and the males from three hundred to eight hundred and tour, tor
purposes of clarity and identification.

upon the oompletion of the

recording of data, the oards were brought by the author to the Data
Processing Department of Loyola University to
author and the I.B.M. representative.

be

programmed by the

During the period when the pro-

gram was being written up, an I.B.M. card was punched-out for each
subject, listing the information cited above.

The

Pe~son

Moment method was used for the correlation of the data.

Product

Also indicated

will be the :t-!ean and Standard Deviation for all soores used in the
study.

Finally, a ¥'ultiple Regression Equation was used in order to

predict on a ;roup basis the SCAT Total, the College Board CAR and the
Grade Point Average.
All data were computed on an I.B.M. 8K-1401 machine, having one
1311 disc (no tapes) with fortrain capability.
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Regression Equation Used in This Thesis

by

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

(troup I
Males and Females who took the Henmon-Nelson and SCAT.

(N -

491)

Gro'!P II

Males and Females ..mo took the Henmon-Nelson and College
Board. (N - 242)

Group III
Males and Females who took the Hellll1On-Nelson, College Board
and SCAT. (N - 121)

24
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Group I

a)

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the
Henaon-Uelson, SCAT, Freshmen Year Grade Point
Average and High School Percentile Rank.

The oorrelation with the highest eign1tioance ... that between
the HN'l' and the SCAT-T tor temalee (r- .774). In general, temale
sooree oorrelated 1Il0re highq than malee, except in the caee ot 'Verbal
acores. Ae uaual, high school rank proved to be the beet eingle predictor ot treablllen year grade point average both tor malee and temalee.

b) Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the
Aotual SCAT-Total and the SCAT-Total as Predicted
tl'OJll the Henmon-Neleon Total.
The corrolation between the aotual SCAT-Total and the predioted SCAT-Total tor temalee 1I'U higher than that tor malee. (r-. 773
tor temalee, r- .763 tor . .les.) This wae aleo true tor the correlation
between the actual Grade Point Average and the predioted Grade Point
Average. (r- .475 tor temalea, r- .499 tor malea.)

c) Mean and Standard Deviation tor All Variables.
The temalee had a higher _an on all acores, grade point a .... rag.
and high school rank in clue, than the malea.
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TABLE I

Group I

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the HenmonNelson, SCAT, Freshmen Year Grade Point Average and
High School Percentile Rank for Males and Females.
N - 491.
Males

(I - 4lO)

•

All r's are significant beyond the .01 level.

'eule.
~.

(I - 81)

BV

.369

HNV

2. HNQ

.775

.. liNT

ST

OP!

I [(

.4' )
•. 11 ,

.L Lb

.660
..620

• rI,5

• 7l
• r4'

.1

• OPA
All r' s are significant beyond the .01 level, except those indicated b.1

an asterisk -- and they are significant beyond the
•

.0, level•
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TABLE II

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between SCAT Total
(Both Actual and Predicted), Fresh1len Year Orade Point
Average (Both Actual and Predicted) tor Male. and
Female.. 1 - 491.

(I - 410)

Male.

SCAT
Prad.

Q.16)

OP!
Prad.

0.761

OPA
Act.

GPA
Prad.

OP!
Fred.

::

o.~

All r'. are significant beyond the .01 level.

Female.

(N - 81)

OP!

OPA

OP!

Prad.

Act.

Pred.

OPA
Prad.

1.00
All r

t.

are s igniticant beyond the .01 level.

The predicted scores and predicted OP! are ascertained trOll the
HenJllOn-Nelson Total. according to the regression equation oited in the
Appendix.
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TABLE III

The Mean and Standard Deviation for the HelBOn-lielaoD, SCAT,

Freshmen Year Grade Point Average and High School Percentile
Rank tor Males and Females. N - 491.
Males

(N -

410)

Var.l_e
N
HeI'lllOn-Ne18on Verbal
416
HeDmOn-Nelson Quantitative 410
Henman-Nelson Total
410

Mean

Std. Dev.

40.839
2).)92
64.249

1).699

9.485

6.(9)

SCAT Verbal
SCAT Quantitative
SCAT Total

410
410
410

)04.5)9
)20.585
)12.073

10.488
12.8)2
9.596

GPA

410

2.276

0.589

Rank in Cla88*

401

69 ..020

22.142

*A1l high school. do not list "Rank in Clan. It

(N - 81)
Var. Name
ReDmOn-Rellon Verbal
HellJllOn-Nelaon Quantitative
Henaon-Nelson Total
Feaalea

N

81
81
81

Mean

43.099

Std. Dev..

9.602

2).494
66.59)

14.1)0

7.409

SCAT Verbal
SCAT Quantitative
SCAT Total

81
81

81

)06.. 777
)21.888
)14.2)5

11..497
1).)26
10.)24

GPA

81

2.442

0.556

Rank in Clue*

77

8).845

14.774

*111

high schools do not list "Rank in Class."
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TABLE IV
Frequena,y Distribution of Henman-Nelson Percentile Ranks
for Those Who Took the SCAT. I - 491.
Henmon-Nelson Verbal
Men (N - 410)

Women (N - 81)

Soores
91-99
66-90
36-65
10-35
1- 9
91-99

66-90

36-65
10-35
1- 9
Henmon-NelSon QuantItatIve
Ken (N - 410)

Women (N - 81)

Hemaon-Nelson 'fotal
Men (N - 410)

Women (N - 81)

Frequencies
195
160

43

9
2

49
24

7
1
0

9:J.-99
66-90
36-65
10-35
1- 9

174
98
23
3

91-99
66-90
36-65
10-35
1- 9

32
17
4
2

U2

26

91-99
66-90
36-65
10-35
1- 9
0

198
157

91-99

43

66-90

36-65
10-35
1- 9

45

9
0
1

28
8
2
0

The interYals for the distribution of acores vas suggested
author's major advisor.

by the
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· Group II

a)

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the
HeDllOn-Nelson, College Board Freshlllen Year Grade
Point Average and High Sohool Percentile Rank.

The correlation with the highe.t sign1ticance "as that betwen
the BIV and the CBV tor male. er- .1S0). In general, temale BOOras

oorrelated le.. highlT than males, exoept in the oase ot .athematic or
quantitative soores. As might be expeoted, the best single predlotor
ot treahMn ,..ar grade point 8.'9'erage was high .chool rank - both tor
males and temale ••

b)

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the
Actual College Board CAR and the College Board
CAR a. Predioted from the Remon-Nelson Total.

The oorrelation bet.en the actual CAR and the predicted CAR
tor males "as signiticantly higher than that tor temale. (r- .6n tor
male., r- .016 tor temale.). Thi. was al.o true tor the correlation
bet....n the actual grade point average and the predicted grade point
average er- .496 tor male., r- .246 tor t8llale.). An explanation ot
the 1011' temale oorrelation. will be given at the end ot this ohapter.

c) Mean and Standard Devla~ion tor all Variables.
The temal•• had. a higher mean on aU acoras, grade point aTerage
and high school rank in ola.. than the mal•••

)1

TABLE V

QroupII
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the Hen.on-Neleon,
College Board, Freabmen Year Grad. Point A.verage and High
School Percentile Rank for Males and Females. N -- 242.
(If - 192)

Male.

• rt;o

• HlV'
• BIIQ
.RlI'J.'
I.

CIY

CBM

CAR

OP!

RIC

.2

OHM

•

• GFi.

,

.

All r 8 are 81gn1ticant beyond the .01 level.

Femal..

(N - 50)

All r' s are 8ign1ticant beyond the .01 level, except tho8e indicated by'
an A8teri8k and th87 are 8igniticant beyond the .05 leYel. Tho.. which
level.
have two Asterisk8 are not 8ign1t1cant at the

.0,

The correlations lMt.....n the CBV and CAR and the CAR and RIC are
invalid 'becau8e CAR is found by adding the percentile rank of the CBV
8core and the high achool percentile rank. The total i8 then diyided
by 2.

l
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TABLE VI
Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the Henmon-Nelson,
College Board, Freshmen Year Grade Point Average and High
School Percentile Rank for Feaales. N - 43.

Female I

All r's are significant beyond the .01 level, except those indicated
am they are 8ignificant beyond the .Os level. Tho..
which have two Asterisks are not significant at the
level.

by an Asterisk

.os

The correlations between the CBV and CAR and the CAR and RIO
are invalid because CAR is found by adding the peroentile rank of the
CBV score and the high school percentile rank. The total i8 then
divided by 2.

))

TABLE VII

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the College
Board CAR (Both Actual and Predicted), Freshmen Year
Oracle Point Average (Both Actual and Predicted) tor
Males and Females. N - 240&.

CAR

Fred.

0.611

!. CAR ActUii
~. CIlt ActU&!

OPA
Fred.

OP!
Act.

OP!

OP!

Fred.

Fred.

0.612

o.m
All rt s are slgnitlcant beyond the .01 level.

Female I

(N -

49·)

1. CAR Actual
~.

em Actual

~.

Predioted
PrecUcted
OPA XC£llal

l·• I

CAR

Fred.

0.076

OPA
?red.

0.071-

GPA
Act.

0.244-

OPA
Pred.

OP!
Fred.

0.999-*
0.246

*3igniticant at the .01 level.
aAll schools do not list "Rank in Class" which 18 necessary 1n determining
the CAR.

TABLE VIn

Pearson Produot Moment Correlation Between the College

Board CAR (Both Actual and Predioted), Freshmen Year

Grade Point Average (Both Aotual and Predioted) tor
Females. N -- 43.

Female.

(N -

43)
CAR

Pred.

GPA
Aot.

G?A

Prad.

G?A
Aot.

GPA
Pred.

GPA

Pred.

.572
.999
All r's are signifioant beyond the .01 level, except those indicated
an Asterisk and they are signif'ioant be70nd the .0$ level.

by'
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TABLE

n

The Mean and Standard Deviation for the Henmon-Nelson,
College Board, Freshmen Year Grade Point ATerage and
High School Percentile Rank for Male. and Female.. N -- 242.
Male.

(N - 192)
Var. N_
He_on-llel.OD Verbal
Henmon-Nelson Quant1tat1Te
HeDJlOn-Ne1.on Total

192
192
192

Mean
43.192
2;.068
68.260

6.)48
13.OU

College Board. Verbal
College Board Math
CAR

192
192
191

;18.906
;;4.62;
67.417

92.877
93.121
16.87)

OFA

192

2.4;)

0.;9;

Rank in Cla....'

191

72.9;3

20.894

I

Std. DeT.
9.2S!>

FeuJ.e.

(N - ;0)
Var. ITa
fteDllOn-le18onerb&l
Hel1JlOD-Nelaon Quantltat1T8
Heaon-Ne1aon Total

;0
;0

College Board Verbal
College Board Math
CAR

N

50

Mean

46.)00

Std. DeT.

1.859

2;.840
72.140

13..4U

;0
;0
49

;;1.280
;6;.200
96.77;

106.;92
91.;88
117.743

GPA

;0

2.;67

0.607

Rank in Cla....

49

8;.306

16.3;8

7.713

*All high .chool. do not list "Rank in Cla•• " vh1ch 1. nece ••ary to
determine the CAR.
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TABLE I
The Mean and Standard Deviation tor the Henmon-Nelson,

College Board, Freshmen Year Orade Point Average and
High School Percentile Rank tor Female.. N -- 43.

Female.

(N -

43)

Mean

Var. Name
Henmon-Nelson Verbal
Hanaon-Nelson Quantitative
Banmon-NelsOD Total

43
43

43

45.884
2S.9S3
71.837

College Board Verbal
College Board Math
CAR

43
43
42

S66.46S
S69.373
80.690

OPt

43

Rank in Clas..

42

N

2.65745
86.000

Std. Dev.

8.401

7.602
14.042

83.763
90.9411l.99S
•608S 7
16.607

*All high schools do not list rt'Rank in Clas." which is necess&l7 in
order to determine the CAR.
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TABLE II

Frequena,y Distribution ot Reamon-Nelson Percentile Rank.
tor Those Who Took the College Board. N -- 242.
Renmon-Nelson Verbal
Men (I - 192)

Women (I - ,0)

Reomon-Ielson QuantitatIve
Men (N - 192)

Women (N - ,0)

Renmon-Re1son Totai
Men (N - 192)

WClIII8n (B - SO)

Soore.

Frequencie.

91-99
66-90
36-6,
10-3,
1- 9

~

91-99
66-90
36-6,
10-3,
1- 9

3,

69
17
1
1

14
1

0
0

91-99
66-90
36-6,
10-3S
1- 9

67
21
32
7
0

91-99
66-90
36-6S
10-3S
1- 9

21
19
8
1

91-99
66-90
36-6S
10-lS
1- 9

U6
64
12
0
0

91-99
66-90
36-6,
10-35
1- 9

32
12

1

4
2

0

)8

Oroup III

a)

Pearson Product Noment Correlation Between the HenmonNelson, SCAT, College Board, Freshmen Yeu Grade Point
Aftrage and High School Percentlle Rank.

The correlation with the higheet significance was that between
the HNV am SCAT-V for males (r ... 769). In general, female scores
correlated. more highl;y than males, except in a fev cases. The beat
single predictor of fresMen :rear grade point average was high school
rank, both for males and females.

b)

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the Actual
Colle ge Board CAR and the College Board CAR as Predicted from the Henman-Neleon Total.

The correlation between the actual CAR was higher for malee
than for femalee (r - .667 for malee) r - .604 for females), whereas
the correlation between the actual SCAT-Total and the predicted. SCATTotal was higher for female. than for male. (r - .748 for female.,
r ... 747 for male.). The correlation between the actual Orade Point
Average and the predicted Grade Point Average val higher for males
than for females (r - .414 for males, r - .OSl for remales*). *An
explanation or the low famale correlations will be given at the end
of this chapter.

c)

Mean and Standard Deviation for all Variables.

The temalee had a higher mean on all .cores, grade point average
and high .ohool rank in claes than the males.
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TABLE III

Group III

Pearson Product MOIIent Correlation Between the Henllon-Ne18on,
SCAT, Oollege Board, Freshmen Year Grade Point Aftrage and
High School Percentile Rank tor Males. B -- 97.

Male,
IR1
Me
Ir.

:B1

q
C.

(I - 97)
HHQ

mrr

.279

.679
.70)

CBV

• rzo
• ~o:
.~

OIM

.

.~
)

• >,
.1

OAR

..oc

J

• )CS~ :>
~~

•

.1

~

SC

8'1'

•

~c

lOO*
.C.16

..oc:>6 • JU
)C) .l'9~
.5C

•

~ll

.l ~i

.UIJ

iO

• 51

.r« .,

.JJ
)

..

Sf

ill ...

~

.01

•

•... i). • C
• rj
•
• ~S * .b'
~

S

.Kl
III

RIO

OJ"

~

...

.,4

.

p

~

.

;J

•
•

.,

.. '. *

...t

"

• 1 ):

~~

•
•

..u:

.JW2
~q"l§

HP'

All r's are a1piticant beyond the .01 leyel, except those nth an
Asterisk and they are sign1t1oant be70nd the
leftl.

.Os

The correlations between the CBV and CAR and the CAR and RIO
are illYalid because CAR is tound by adding the percentile .me ot the
OBY score and the high school percentile rank. The total. is then
diyided by 2.

TABLE XIII

Peareon Product Moment Correlation Between the Henaon-ielaon,
SCAT, College Board, Fras.en Year Orade Point Average and
High School Percentile Rank tor Femalel. I -- 24.

Female.

(I ~

24)

~

~

~

~

~

• 7' ~

M

~

~

• i6~

.~ ~~.c,

•

.795

J2~**

•

~

.c [....
","".J

i

All r' I are s1grdticant bqond the .01 level except those which haYe an
Asterisk and thq are lign1ticant at the .Os level. Tho.. which haYe
two Asterisks are not Significant at the
1.....1. Tbne Aeter1ekll
CAR is computed by' averaging the CoU.ge Board Verbal P.rc.ntu. Rank
and the High School Perc.ntile Ruk.

.os

The correlations between the CBV and CAR and the CAR and RIO
are inyalid because CAR 1s tound by' adding the percentile rank ot the
CBV score and the high school percentUe rank. The total is then
divided b7 2.

)

TABLE XIV

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Between the Hemon-Nelson,
SCAT, Collep Board, Freahmen Year Grade Point ATe rage and
High School Percentile Rank tor Females. N -- 22.

Female.

(I - 22)
BIQ

HN'1'

CBV

CSM

.~.
BlIT
• 1a.'J

OAR

*

.~

,

• rCl

SV

GPA

SQ

ST

• i2J

.!4 .'>1r,
.544

.c 14

.,.

• lO2** •

RIC
.')

_

..

.( OC

.4 *
.057

GPA

.05
I

'

All r a are a1gnitieant beyond. the .01 level except thoae indicated b;y
an Asterisk and they are s1gn1ticant be70nd the • OS level. Those which
have two Asterisks are not sign1ticant at the
leTel.

.0,

The correlations between the OBV and CAR and the CAR and RIC are
invalid beoause CAR is tound by adding the percentile rank ot the CBV
soore and the high sohool percentile rank. The total 1s then d1Tided
b;y 2.
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Pearson Product Mcaent. Correlat.ion Bet.• •n Colle,. Board CAR
(Both Actual and Predicted). SCAT Tot.al (Both Actual and
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TABLE XVIII
The Mean and Standard Deviation for the Henaon-Nelson,
College Board, SCAT, Freshmen Year Grade Point Average
and High School Percentile Rank for Males and Females.
N - 121.
Male. (N - 97)
Var. kame
Banmon-Nelson Verbal
Henmon-Nelaon Quant1tative
Henson-Nelson Total

N

Mean

Std. Dev.

97
97
97

42.958
24.82,

,.941
11.98)

College Board Verbal
College Board Math
CAR

97
97
97

,08.,88

90.,2,
88.0)4
16.777

SCAT Verbal
SCAT Quant1tative
SCAT Total

97
97
97

)24.020
)14.618

10•.34,
11.979
9..289

OPA

97

2.4)0

0.,)2

97

7).,00

Rank in

Claee

Female. (N - 24)
tar. I . .
fl
Henaon-Re18oD Verbal
24
Henaon-Ne1sOD Quant1tative 24
HanDlOn-Nebon Total
24

67.7~

,51.,)6
67.670

)06.,,6

Mean
45.541

8.874

20.)"

Std. Dev.

8:423

26.12,
71.667

7.949
13.722

College Board Verbal
College Board Math
CAR

24
24
24

546.)34
544.791
78.4,8

80.877
96.6,3
14.017

SCAT Verbal
SCAT Quant1tat1ve
SCAT Total

24
24
24

309.62,
32,.37,
)17.416

8.242
1,.817
9.1)1

GPA

24

2.6,2

Rank in Clus

24

84.041

0.6098
19.604

TABLE XIX

The Mean and Standard Deviation tor the Hemaon-Uelson,
College Board, SCAT, Freshmen Year Grade Point Average
and High School Percentile Rank tor Femal... N -- 22.
Female, (N .. 22)

Var. fI_

I

Henmon-NelSon Verbal
22
Henman-Nelson QuantitatiTe 22
Henaon-Welaon Total
22

Mean

Std. DeT.

8.764

45.213
26.)16
11.591

1.259
13.139

College Board Verbal
College Board Math
CAR

22
22
22

550.000
549.618
16.091

63.525
89.416
13.910

SCAT Verbal
SCAT QuantitatiTe
SCAT Total

22
22
22

309.500
325.409
311.364

15.700
8.936

GPA

22

Rank in Class

22

2.11682
83.631

8.~39

0.59643
20.335
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SUJI'lIIlary ot

An~sis

ot nata

The temales had a higher mean on all scores, grade point average

and high school percentile rank in clas8 than the males.
level may be due to the following.

The higher

a) In order for a female to attend

Lake Shore Campu., she mu.t major in mathematics, the natural sciences
or nursing, whereas, a male has the alternative of majoring in the
sciences or liberal art. -- and since it is generally accepted that the
sciences attract a higher caliber of student tor the most part, it is
not surprising that females

we" better achievers.

b) Y1&les may have

spent more time on the pursuit of extra-curricular aspects of college
lite than females and less time on acadendc pursuits.

c) Females may

have been more intrinsically interested in the pure acadelllics ot their
cour"sJ whareas, males .., hava looked upon their courae-work as a
_ana ot avoiding the draft, or, perhapa, as an unpleasant, but neces8&1"7
_ans of attaining an oocupatio:l.al end.
The correlations estaDliahed indicate a high degree ot relationship
between the Henaon-Nelson Total and the SCAT Total, both for males and
temales, th\J latter group established the higher correlation of the two.
Thus, the females who took the Henmon-Nelson and the SCAT ve a little
more predictable than the malea.

However, the correlations tor the

temales 'Who took the Henmon-Nelson and College Board were notioeabl1'
lower thqn those of the males, except in the correlation between the
Hanmon-Nelaon Quantitative and the College Board Mathematios.

In this
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instance, tbe females established a higher correlation than the males.
The au thor has totmd. that the male wrbal scores alftTI oorrelate higher

than those ot the temales -

and that the temale quantitati.... or . .the-

matics soores alft1's correlate higher than those ot the males.

'l'lw

explanation ot this phenomenon ma,' be du to the tact that all the temale.
are Il&joring in the soiences where matheaatios plaT a yeJ!7 large rolll
whereas, all the _les are not majoring in the ac18nces.
The best predictor

ot fre.hmen year grade point a....rage tor both

_n and 1fOlI8n was high sohool rank.

'!'he tinding

ot the high school rank

as the best predictor ot tresbalen year grade point .....rap 18 not 8lD'-

pris1ng -

traditional.l1', it bas been the best single index ot aoadem1o

suoce.s in the tirst year ot oollege.

The best prediotor of floesbaen 78ar

grade point awrage tor Group #1 was the SOA'1'-T,ct.al (I' - .487 tor malesl
I' -

.b94 tor females). The Heraon-lelson Total wa.

lIUCh lowr in

it.

oorrel.tion with freshmen year grade point .verage (I' - .313 for mue.,
I' -

.416

tor temale.).

The be.t prediotor
Group

112

teules).

11&8

ot trellaen 78ar grade point • .,..nge tor

the College Board OAR (I' - .SIa tor malel,

I' -

.46.$ tor

The Henaon-1felaon Total. was auoh lower in its oorrelatioa

with trelhaen year grade point &Terage (I' -

.496 tor _les,

I' -

.)44

tor females).
The best prediotor

il3 was the SOA'1'-Total

(I' -

ot tresbaen year grade point average tor
.563 tor males,

I' -

• .$76

tor temales).

Group

The

HeDllOn-lelson Total ..... auoh lower in its correl.tion with the lreshlll..
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year grade point average (r -

.472 tor males) r - .44l for temales).

The correlation between the actual and predicted SCAT-Total and
the actual and predicted grade point average was higher for temales than
for males) wh.reas, the correlation for the aotual and predicted CAB
soores

am the actual and predioted grade point average was higher for

males than for temales.

Thus, it would appear that the SCAT is a more

valid test for females and the College Board a more valid test tor mal....
Partioularly notewort.by' are the low correlations tor the temales
in Groups II and III.

However, tMM low correlations Ilq be best

explained by' the Tery small n111lOOr of females in each group (N N-

,0)

24), and also a particularly unusual group ot seTen girls within

these two groups.

A check was made on the correlation between the

ae.on-Nelson Verbal and the Grade Point Average tor theM sevan girls.
The correlation was found to be

.408-. Thus, the reason tor the low

correlation tor Groups II and III as a whole.

Upon seauring this

information, the author immediately pulled the data tor these seven
females and re-oorrelated the data tor the remaining fortT-three temale ••
The fortT-three temale. who took the Hemon-Nelson and the College
Board were oonsidered a sub-group of Group II.

Ot this group ot tortT-

three, there were twentT-two temales who also took the College Board,
they were considered a sub-group of Group III.

The ditference in the

correlations tor Groups II and III, without the somewhat erratic group

ot seven temales, can

34, 40, 41, 43 and 44.

be seen by examining the eharts on pages )',

33,

SO
The mean

vaa 2.017.

ot the grade point average tor thia group ot aeTen temalea

For purpoaea ot comparison, a chart waa aet up tor the sub-

group ot Group n

(N -

4.3 t.alea) between the DV and GP!. After exu-

ing thia chart, the reader can eaaUy aee the marked clifterenee o! the

OPA tor thia croup o! aeven temale ••
O! the aeven females, two coaplete17 withdrew from sohool •.tter
their treabman "ear, but were never on probation.

One tranaterred to the

Univeraity College, although ahe alao waa not on probation.

Four changed

trOll soience majora to liberal. artsJ ot the.. tour, onq two were on
probation at the end ot their treablum year.

21

TABLE XX

Henmon-Nelson Verbal Scores and Grade Point Averages for

Fifty Female Subjects in Groups II and III.

Mean of OPA

HN'f

S&:

III

I

I

II

2.90

II

I

II

II

III

In

I

I

2.84
2.16 tor N-10
2.01 for N-1

II

III

IIII

I

2':21

I

II

I

I

I

60

Sl-

Ut:

~-

I
I

~l

1nI

~-

II

8~1

I
I
1.4t): i.B1- 2.21- 2.61- 3.01-

l:

1.80

2.20

2.60

2.68

II

J.OO 3.20

2.)7

3.41J.80

2.31

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

The pTlrpose of this study was to determine the correlational and
predictive validity of the Henmon-Nelson Intelligence Test with the School
and College Ability Test; the College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test, High
School Percentile Rank; and the Freshmen Year Grade Point Average for the
1962 Freshmen Class or Loyola University, Lake Shore Canpus.
The group used for this study numbered 612 students.
505 were males and 107 were female..
Helllon...Nelson.

Of the 612,

Al.l 612 students had to take the

The following is a breakdOW!l of the nuaber of males and

females who took the SCAT, the SAT, or both.
Nuaber of males who took the SCAT • • • • • • ••• 410
Number of females who took the SCAT • • • • • • • • 81

. . ,0

Number of males who took the SAT ••• • ••• • .192
NWIlber of females who took the SAT •• • •••

Number of males who took both • • • • • • • • • • • 97
Number of females who took both • • • • • • • • • • 24
This study proposed to determine the correlation between the
Hemon-Nelson, College Board and SCAT.

It alao proposed to determine

the correlation between the HanDlOn-Nelson, College Board, SCAt and High
School Percentile Rank with Freshmen Year Grade Point Average.
addition, this

st~

In

proposed to determine the best predictor or academic

sucoess or the variables used.

Further, the author wished to ascertain
52

S3
the predicti.. validity of the Henmon-Nelson for the College Board, SCAT
and Grade Point Average.

Finally, the author wished to investigate the

possibility of using the FADmon-Nelson for late registrants in place ot
the College Board or SCAT.
(All data were correlated on an I.B.M. 1401 maohine.)
The 4'indings indioated a high positive relationship between the
Renmon-Nelson

and

the SCAT for both males and femalesJ a slightq leee

high positive correlation for males between the Henmon-Nelson and College
BOardJ and,

finalq, an even lower oorrelation for the temales between

the Henmon-Nelson and College Board before the seven female subjeots,
already referred to, were taken out.

Then the correlations for the

femalee between the Henmon-Nelson and College :SOard were signiticantq
higher.
The findings also indioated that High Sohool Percentile Rank i.
the best single index of aoademic success (freshmen year DPA in this
case).

Also, of the tests used in this

st~,

the findings indicated

that the SCAT Total score is the best predictor of freshmen year aPA.
The findings further indicated that the

oo~lat10n

actual and predicted SCAT of College Board acores

were

between the

always higher

than those between the actual and predioted GPA.
Finally, the findings indicated that the Renmon-Nelson might well
be used for testing late registrants, but that the probability of its
success 'WOuld be greatly enhanced if' it were only given to those enrolling
at Lake Shore Campus.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Conclusions.
Femalel at Lake Shore Campul for the 1962 rrelhmen

OlaS8

had a

h1gbar mean score for the HeDMOn-Nelson Intelligence Test, the SCAT and
Orade Point Average. whereas, the males were superior in the CollegG Board
soore.

However, this is only what one "WOuld expect, i.e., temales attend-

ing Lake Shore C.pus must . .Jor in the Natural Sciences or Mathematics,

but males can major in the Liberal Arts or a Science curriculum.

Thus,

the intellectual caliber ot males would not be as high as that of the
temales siDee, in order to enter a science curriculum, a student's entrance
examination score and high sohool percentile are of necessity higher than
a student who wishes to enter a liberal arts currioulum.
Because of the higher correlation between the Henmon-Nelson score
and Orade Point Average, the females attained a higher degree

ot predict-

ability.
Since there il a high politive oorrelation between the HemaonNellon and the SCAT and a al1ghtlr lower positive oorrelation between the
Henmon-Nellon and the College Beard, it oan be said that the correlationa
are high enough

10

that College Board and SCAT scores could be satelr and

accuratel1' approximated on the basis ot HemaOD-Nelson scores.

or

the tests used in this study, the SCAT-Total is the best index
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ot academic success vas Blgh School Percentile Rank.
The correlations between the actual scores and those predioted

troa the Henman-Nelson Total ranged in general from
to

moderate~

positive

h1ghlT positive tor the subjects in Groups I, II and III. The temales

in Group II (I -

SO) bad

espec~

lov correlations.

However, when the

8OIl81Ihat erratic group ot seven temales in Groups II and III wre taken
out and the data tor reJll8.inlng subjects in Groups II and III were recorrelated, the correlationa were sign1tlcantly higher.

Apparently the

correlations between the Henaon-Helaon and the SCAT are higher be.auae
both the Hemron-Nelson and SCAT were given at the post high ac1100l leftlJ
whereas, the College Board is administered alJIlost exclusively to high
school seniors.
There is little doubt that this latest reTision ot the oollege
leTel Henmon-Nelson Intelligenoe Test is a much better measure ot
"holastic abUit,' in general than its earlier Tersiona.

Objeotions

toraerq made to this· test through the years haYe to a large extent been
oTeroOM.

Although it is true that some oritioism. oan still be lUlde,

it is alao true that this test approximates the ideal tor tests ot its
kind.

It is easi:Qr administered and scored,

relatiTe~

short, acceptabq

reliable and reaaonabq valid.
Recommendationa for Further Researchl
A tollow-up should be made on this particular £resmen

Cla8S

and

others to be used in future studies, e.g., bov many 1Mre placed. on
probationJ bow many dropped. out ot school, how m8117 graduated.

or

tho..

S6
who dropped out ot school tor acad_ic reaeons, weI'. their scores higher
or lower than tho.. who graduated?
A longitudinal study ot treeba.n taking the Hemon-Nelson .t
L070la Uni....r.lt,. should be made in ord.r to more acour.teq .sc.rtain
the worth ot the Henaon-Nelson•
.An attempt should be mad. to det.:ra1n. what .otl....tlonal tactors

vere d.clsl.... in a stud.nt doing "poor11'ft or "well tt in th••• tests and
in his Freshmen Year Grade Point Averag..

This would .speclal.ly be true

tor the group ot sev.n temales to which the author prevlously' ret.rred.
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80. 4, 6, 7, 3, 2, 8, 9. Square the fourth number and subtract the third unless the fourth is odd
and the fifth even; in that event square the fourth and subtract the second; in either case add 1
unless the first number is a multiple of 3 in which case add 2. Indicate the answer which is
numbered the same as the result.
81. 16, 4, 1, 6, 24, 6, 3, 8, 32, .... , . . . .. What two nu mbers should come next?

( 1) 8 and 13

( 2) 8 and 4

( 3) 8 and 5

( 4) 29 and 34

( 5) 8 and 2

82. 1440, 240, .. '... , 12, 4. What number should appear in the blank?

( 1)

~6

.• ( 2) 24

( 3) 20

( 4) 48

( 5) 72

83. If 3 is 6% of a number, what is the number?

( 1) 30

( 2) 90

( 3) 50

( 4) 15

( 5) 31

84. A neophyte is a:

( 1)

( 2)

WOllIll

rock formation

( 3) planet

( 4) beginner

( 5) soldier

85. Furtive means about the same as:

( 1)

dis~ant

( 2) ,stealthy

86. 1, 5, 2, 3, 15, 12, 13,

(1) 14

(2) 10

( 3) wicked

( 4) removed

( 5) advanced

. The next number would be:

(3) 60

(4) 65

(5) 45

87. Intimidate is to frighten as entreat is to:

( 1) beseech

( 2) mollify

( 3) introduce

( 4) give

( 5) seek

88. Pulchritude means:

(1) well-dressed

(2) new

(3) overly large

( 4) physical beauty

(5) out of season

89. To covenant is to:

( 1) imitate

( 2) contract

( 3) discover

( 4) negotiate

( 5) fullill

90. A sodality is a:

( 1) fellowship

(2) sex offense

(3) hard substance

( 4) fight

( 5) drink

91. ~ is to 4 as 45 is to:

(1)

%0 (2) 180 (3) 360 (4) 36 (5) 72

92. What is the average rate per hour of a vehicle that travels 403.2 miles in 3 hours and 12 minutes?

(1) 132.3

(2) 134.4

(3) 47.1

(4) 126

(5) 101.2

93. 3, 19, 2, 6, 9, 31, 17. If the square root of the second number is greater than the cube root of
the fifth, square the third and subtract the first; if not, square the first and subtract the third unless the first is odd, in which case square the fourth and subtract the sixth. Indicate the answer
which is numbered the same as the resulting difference.
94. 360, 72, .... , 6, 3. What number should appear in the blank?

( 1) 18

(2) 9

( 3) 36

( 4) 12

( 5) 15

95. A recrudescent disease is:

( 1) fatal
96. 33,28,

( 2) non-recurring
,21, 19,.

(1)23andI7

(3) active again

( 4) not curable

( 5) caused by filth

.. What two numbers should appear in the blanks?

(2)26andI4

(3)24andI8

(4)25andI6

(5)23andI5

97. A rapacious person is:

( 1) hasty

(2) boisterous

(3) delighted

( 4) greedy

( 5) pleasing

98. An obsequious person is:

( 1) popular

(2) servile

99. 6,3,4, 16,8,5,6,24, 12,

( 1) 9 and 10

(3) wealthy
.. ,

(2) 15 and 16

( 4) open-minded

( 5) witty

. What two numbers should come next?

(3) 9 and 36

( 4) 13 and 52

( 5) 6 and 7

100. Sexagesimal pertains to:

(1) sex

(2) the number 60

(3) the number 16

( 4) elderly people

(5) yachting

,11
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DIRECTIONS TO

STUDENT5

Do not turn this page until directed to do so.
No marks of any kind are to be made on this test booklet. Answers are to be marked on a separate
answer sheet, where there is also room for any rough figuring you may need to do.
Failure to observe the following rules may lower your score:

• If you were given a special pencil to use in recording your responses on the answer sheet, that
pencil must be used.
• If you are using the IBM answer sheet which requires you to mark your answers by filling in
spaces between dotted lines, be sure to make each mark heavy and black. Mark only one answer
for each question. If you change your answer, you must erase the first mark completely. Then
mark your corrected choice.
• If you are using the self-marking answer sheet, you will indicate your answers by marking an
X in a small box numbered the same as the answer of your choice. Mark only one answer for
each question. Use some pressure in making your X so it will be sure to register. If you wish
to change an answer on these answer sheets, do not erase y.our first answer but simply draw a
circle around it. Then mark your corrected choice.
• Attempt to answer each question. Do not spend too much time on anyone question; if a given
question puzzles you, go on to the next one, which may be easier. You may guess at the right
answer if you think you know it, but if you have no idea what the right answer is, avoid wild
guessing and omit the question.
• As you work on the test, keep your place on the answer sheet. Make certain that the answer you
are marking is numbered the same as the item you are answering.

The three practice exercises below are given so that you may see how to do the test.
Practice 1.
Oak is a kind of:

( 1) wood

(2) stone

(3) metal

( 4) glass

( 5) liquid

Which word tells what oak is? Yes, wood is the answer. This answer has been correctly marked for
you on the answer sheet.
Practice 2.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ...., . . .. What two numbers should come next?

( 1) 1 and 2

(2) 9 and 1

( 3) 10 and 7

( 4) 22 and 20

( 5) 6 and 7

On your answer sheet, mark the answer you think is correct. You should have marked response
number 5 for practice question 2, since the answer (5) is correct.
Practice 3.
Scales are to fish as wool is to:

( 1) cotton

( 2) sheep

( 3) birds

( 4) silk

( 5) lakes

What is the number of the best answer? Mark the response space numbered the same as the
answer you think is correct. You should have marked number 2 for practice question 3, since scales
are to fish as wool is to sheep.
You will have 40 minutes to work on this test. Do not begin work until you are told to do so.
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60. Facility means:

( 1) firmness

(2) surface

(3) duplicity

( 4) expression

( 5) ease

61. Ambiguous is about the opposite of:

( 1) definite

( 2) small

(3) genuine

( 4) enigmatic

( 5) perpetual

62. 3, 14, 5, 12, 8, 2. If Christmas and New Year invariably fall on the same day of the week,
square the first number and subtract half the second; if not, square the third number and subtract twice !hefourth. Indicate the answer numbered the same as the difference.
63. The diHerence between two numbers is )(. Their sum is 1. What are the two numbers?

( 1)

% and %

(2)

~

Y2

and % ( 3)

and

~

( 4) % and % ( 5) % and %

64. Superlative meafls:

(1) superior
65. 3, 9, 12,

36~

(2) unlimited

39, 117,

( 1) 120 and 360

.. ,

(3) the lowest

( 4) sensitive

(5) unlike

... What two numbers should come next?

( 2) 120 and 234

( 3) 234 and 236

( 4) 351 and 354

( 4) courteous

( 5) disillusioned

( 5) 121 and 363

66. A debonair person is: '

( 1) wealthy

(2) old

(3) hungry

67. A lucid question is:

( 1) debatable

(2) clear

(3) lengthy

( 4) difficult

( 5) important

68. By how much must 12 be increased to stand in the same ratio to 21 as 30 does to 35?
(1) 6 (2) 9 (3) 3 (4) 14 (5) 5
69. John had $120. He spent part of his money and now has only $15. What per cent of his money
did he spend?

(1) 92y:!
70.

(2) 89%0

(3) 91%

(4) 85

(5) 87Y2

Viniculture is to vines as aviculture is to:

( 1) trees

( 2) bees

( 3) birds

( 4) farming

( 5) fish

71. To embellish is to:

(1) deface

(2) beautify

(3) destroy

(4) blind

(5) publish

72. A discerning person is:

( 1) intrepid

(2) immune

(3) discriminating

( 4) radical

( 5) fearful

73. To disdain is to:

( 1) pity

( 2) check

( 3) despise

( 4) discard

( 5) challenge

74. Hypocrisy is a form of:

( 1) gambling

( 2) worship

( 3) sham

( 4) government

( 5) surgery

75. If the square root of forty-nine less the square root of two is a number less than the square of
three, indicate the first answer; if it is more, indicate the fifth answer.
76. A decibel measures:

( 1) electric current
( 5) readability

(2) temperature

(3) walking distance

( 4) volume of sound

77. Heinous is to odious,as commendable is to:

( 1) secret

(2) affable

(3) perplexing

( 4) laudable

( 5) act

78. A precocious child is:

( 1) sickly

(2) fretful

79. 3, 6, 8, 24, 27, 108,

( 1) 432

( 2) 112

(3) angelic

( 4) advanced

(5) awkward

What number should appear in the blank?

( 3) 324

( 4) 132

( 5) 216

1. A person of integrity is:

( 1) upright

( 2) neutral

( 3) prejudiced

( 4) ungainly

( 5) profound

2. To delude is to:

( 1) mislead

( 2) carry away

( 3) bring

( 4) seek

( 5) demand

3. If a silver kopek is worth 40¢, how many kopeks can one buy for $216?

(1) 540

(2) 360

(3) 864

(4) 5400

(5) 3600

4. 6,12, .... ,27,36,46. What number should appear in the blank?

(1) 18

(2) 19

(3) 24

(4) 15

(5) 14

5. Acute means:

( 1) permeable

(2) mighty

(3) morose

( 4) inadequate

(5) keen

6. To diverge is to:

( 1) come together

( 2) amuse

7. 19, 16, 14, 11, 9, 6, .... ,

( 1) 3 and 0

( 3) branch off

( 4) plant

( 5) agree

.. What two numbers should come next?

(2) 3 and 1

( 3) 4 and 1

( 4) 8 and 11

( 5) 5 and 2

(3) reserved

( 4) inherent

( 5) discriminative

8. Conservative is the opposite of:

( 1) vigilant

(2) liberal

9. A stripling is a:

( 1) voter

( 2) highlander

( 3) tribesman

( 4) youth

( 5) vassal

10. An ingenious person is:

( 1) vehement

(2) stately

(3) noble

( 4) sinless

( 5) inventive

11. A synopsis is a:

( 1) nerve part

(2) disease

( 3) refutation

( 4) condensation

( 5) preface

12. Vigilant is the opposite of:

( 1) negligent

( 2) tactful

13. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, .

( 1) 36 and 40

( 3) pungent

( 4) typical

( 5) rampant

. .... What two numbers should come next?

( 2) 58 and 59

( 3) 33 and 34

( 4) 48 and 64

( 5) 64 and 128

14. Revoke is to cancel as elude is to:

( 1) refer

(2) embark

(3) await

( 4) evade

( 5) exalt

15. An azure sky is:

( 1) clouded

( 2) threatening

( 3) reddish

( 4) starry

( 5) blue

16. Arabian is to horse as Bengal is to:

( 1) tiger

( 2) sheep

(3) Arabia

( 4) vegetable

( 5) Africa

17. The sum of two numbers is 5; their product is O. What are the two numbers?
( 1) 2)~ and 2)~ ( 2) 2 and 3 ( 3) 0 and 5 ( 4) 5 and 10 ( 5 »)f and 5~
18. If the square of six less the square of four is an odd number divisible by 5, indicate the third answer; if not, indicate the fifth answer.
19. If the sum of the squares of the successive odd numbers from 1 to 5 inclusive is less than seven
times six, indicate the second answer; if more, indicate the third answer.
20. Meticulous is to slovenly as turbulent is to:

( 1) noisy

(2) awesome

(3) desirable

( 4) peaceful

(5) vacillating

21. To blight is to:

( 1) shine

(2) disappear

(3) ruin

( 4) compress

( 5) ignore

If these words were
arranged to make a good sentence, what would be the first letter of the second word in the
sentence?
(l)H (2)p (3)0 (4)r (5)t

22. House residence President United White of called States the of the the the is

23. 93, 82, .... , 63, 55, 48. What number should appear in the blank?

( 1) 71

( 2) 70

( 3) 74

( 4) 75

( 5) 72

24. An eccentric person is:

( 1) dishonest

( 2) thrifty

( 3) skeptical

( 4) peculiar

( 5) foolish

25. Oblivion is a state of:

( 1) worry

(2) fear

( 3) poverty

( 4) forgetfulness

( 5) thanksgiving

26. Reimburse is to embezzle as regurgitate is to:

( 1) steal

(2) swallow

( 3) specify

( 4) count

( 5) revivify

27. Premeditation involves:

( 1) sleeping

( 2) curing

( 3) planning

( 4) looking back

( 5) hesitation

28. To metamorphose is to:

(1) leap

(2) see

(3) occupy

( 4) liken

( 5) change

29. If eight is less than nine but more than six, indicate the fifth answer; if less than nine and less
than six, indicate the fourth answer.
30. 9, 18, 15, 30, 27, . . . ,

( 1) 24 and 21

. . What two numbers should come next?

(2) 64 and 61

31. 9, 10, 5,6, 3, 4,

( 3) 54 and 108

( 4) 54 and 51

( 5) 36 and 33

.. , ..... What two numbers should come next?

( 1) 3 and 4

( 2) 1 and 2

( 3) 2 and 3

( 4) 8 and 9

( 5) 5 and 2

32. Ponderous means:

( 1) concise

( 2) impotent

33. 3, 18, 6, 36, 12, .... ,

( 1) 72 and 9

( 3) unconscious

( 1) 25 and 52

( 5) mischievous

.. What two numbers should come next?

(2) 72 and 26

34. 13, 19, .... , 34, 43,

( 4) weighty

( 3) 72 and 36

( 4) 72 and 24

( 5) 72 and 432

. What two numbers should appear in the blanks?

( 2) 28 and 49

( 3) 24 and 33

( 4) 26 and 53

( 5) 25 and 53

35. A bulwark is a:

( 1) marker

(2) fortification

36. 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, .... ,

( 1) 48 and 61

( 3) monument

( 4) scaffold

( 5) guidepost

... What two numbers should come next?

(2) 49 and 64

( 3) 39 and 54

( 4) 41 and 46

( 5) 49 and 65

37. A supercilious person is:

( 1) monstrous

(2) illicit

(3) humble

( 4) miserly

( 5) arrogant

38. Sodden means:

( 1) upturned

( 2) grassy

( 3) worthless

( 4) leaden

( 5) soaked

39. To be apathetic is to be:

( 1) enthused

( 2) informed

( 3) ignorant

( 4) indifferent

( 5) sincere

40. What per cent of $400 is 4 % of $500?
(1) 16%% (2) 5% (3) iO% (4) 21;270

(5) 3%

41. If three plus five is greater than seven and less than nine, indicate the fifth answer unless six
is greater than five, in which case indicate the first answer.
42. Base is to noble as lewd is to:

( 1)
43.

noi~y

(2) think

1529, 1478, "1427, 1376, 1325,

(1) 1274
44.

( 3) coarse

X are

(2) 1275

( 4) chaste

.. What number should come next?

(3) 1254

(4) 1225

how many thirds?
(2) 3% (3) 21;2. (4) 2Y;;

(1) 3

45. Diamond is

'0

( 1) ring

( 5) sensitive

(5) 1224

(5) 1){;

jewel as gold is to:

( 2) silver

( 3) element

( 4) mine

( 5) plentiful

46. Resuscitate is to revivify as copy is to:

( 1) imitate

( 2) originate

(3) model

(2)

( 3) cup

( 4) prepare

( 5) serve

47. A bauble is a:

( 1) mistake

model

( 4) trinket

( 5) shawl

48. A seismograph records:

( 1) music
49.

(2) blood pressure

11, 7, 10, 12,24, 20, 23, 25, ..

( 1) 21

( 2) 50

(3) writing

( 4) speed

( 5) quakes

. The next number should be:

( 3) 28

( 4) 27

( 5) 5

50. One who is deft is:

( 1) careful

(2) dumb

(3) skillful

( 4) hard of hearing

( 5) destructive

51. Dissonance is a term most often used in:

( 1) art

( 2) music

( 3) law

( 4) medicine

( 5) sociology

52. A trite saying is:

( 1) commonplace

(2) brilliant

(3) short

( 4) unusual

( 5) witty

53. To recapitulate is to:

( 1) take

( 2) offend

( 3) solve

( 4) surrender

( 5) summarize

54. Excruciating means about the same as:

( 1) returning

( 2) leaving

55. 20, 18, 24, 8, 6, 12, 4,

( 1) 2 and 8

( 3) assembling

( 4) exhibiting

( 5) torturing

. What two numbers should come next?

(2) 6 and 12

(3) 2 and 4

( 4) 8 and 16

( .5) 2 and 6

56. Anger is to violence as love is to:

( 1) caress

(2) hate

57. 88,76, 74, 62, 60,48,.

( 1) 36

( 2) 50

(3) temper

( 4) hope

( 5) happiness

. .. What number should appear in the blank?

( 3) 52

( 4) 98

( 5) 46

58. Defray is to expense as discharge is to:

( 1) cancel
59. 7, 4, 8, 5, 10,7,

(1) 4and8

(2) obligation
.. ,

( 3) salary

( 4) weapons

( 5) surface

. What two numbers should come next?

(2) Hand8

(3) 13 and 10

(4) 12and8

(5) 14andH

.,
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General Directions
This is a test of some of the skills you have been learning ever since you first entered
school. You should take iUn the same way that you would work on any other new
and interesting assignment.
The test is divided into four parts, which you will take one at a time. Give each
one your close attention and do your best on every question. You' probably will
find some of the questions quite easy and others more difficult. You are not expected
to answer every question correctly.
There are a few general rules for taking this test that will help you to earn your
best score:

HE

cc

..

•

Work carefully, but do not spend too much time on anyone question. It usually
is better to answer first all of the questions in the part that you know well and
can answer quickly. Then go back to the questions that you want to think
about.

• ,If you work at average speed you will have plenty of time to read and answer
all of the questions. By leaving until last the questions that are most difficult,
you will make best use of your time,

PI

•

You may answer questions even when you are not perfectly sure that your answers are correct. Your score will be the number of correct answers you mark.

•

Put all of your answers on the answer sheet. This test booklet should not be
marked in any way. Your examiner will give you an extra sheet of scratch paper
to use when you do the number problems.

•

Fill in all the information called for on the answer sheet and PRINT your name
so that it can be read.

•

Ma.ke sure that you understand instructions bifOre you start work on any part.
Ask the examiner to repeat the instructions if you do not understand exactly what
you are to do.

•

Make your answer marks on the answer sheet heavy and black. If you change
your mind about an answer, be sure to erase your first mark completely.

If you give this test your best effort, your score will provide a good estimate of
your ability in these important skills.

lange;
. lother

--,
)

DIRECTIONS FOR PART I
Each question in Part I consists of a sentence in which
one word is missing; a blank indicates where the word
has been removed from the sentence. Berieath each
sentence are five words, one of which is the missing
word. You are to select the missing word by deciding
which one of the five words best fits in with the meaning of the sentence.
Sample Question
We had worked hard all day so that by evening we
were quite
A small
B tired
Cold
D untrained
E intelligent
If you understand the sample sentence you will realize
that "tired" is the missing word because none of the
other words fits in with the meaning of the sentence.
Next, on the answer sheet, you find the line numbered
the same as the question and blacken the space which
has the same letter as the missing word. Because
"tired" is the correct word to use in the sample sentence, and its letter isB , the space markedB on the
answer sheet is blackened. See how it has been
marked on the answer sheet. Do not make any marks
in your test booklet.

Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
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